indicates that the capacity for allosteric regulation existed well before the regulatory mechanism 47 evolved (9). Taken together, these findings suggest that proteins have an internal architecture in 48 which a few sites on the protein surface are functionally "pre-wired" to provide control of protein 49 active sites (10). This pre-wiring has been proposed to result not as a consequence of the need 50 for regulation, but simply from the need for proteins to be evolvable (11). Thus, the acquisition of 51 new regulation might amount to engaging or activating preexisting allosteric networks, a route to 52 the evolution of regulation that is consistent with stepwise variation and selection. Ser/Thr/Tyr residue of a substrate protein, a reaction that is subject to regulation by different 58 mechanisms at many surface regions in members of the kinase family (Fig. 1) response in the absence of its paralog, Fus3 (Fig. 2A) . We conducted an unbiased alanine scan (Fig. 2B, C, Supplementary Fig. 1A ). Three of these positions were 81 identified as Kss1 mutants with a functional effect in previous studies (D117, D156, D321, 82 Supplementary 
Allosteric regulation requires the cooperative action of many amino acids to functionally link 37 distantly positioned amino acids. As a consequence, it is difficult to understand how allostery 38 can evolve through a process of stepwise variation and selection. However, members of a 39 protein family often display diverse regulatory mechanisms, suggesting that despite the complex 40 intramolecular cooperativity required, allostery evolves readily (1) . A potential explanation for 41 how this might occur comes from separate lines of work that indicate a latent capacity for 42 regulation at a diversity of surfaces in proteins. For example, it is possible to engineer synthetic 43 allosteric switches through domain insertion at certain surface sites (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) , and screens for small 44 molecules that modify protein function sometimes identify cryptic allosteric regulatory sites (7, 45 8). In addition, experimental analysis of regulation in orthologs of the yeast MAP kinase Fus3 46 indicates that the capacity for allosteric regulation existed well before the regulatory mechanism 47 evolved (9) . Taken together, these findings suggest that proteins have an internal architecture in 48 which a few sites on the protein surface are functionally "pre-wired" to provide control of protein 49 active sites (10) . This pre-wiring has been proposed to result not as a consequence of the need 50 for regulation, but simply from the need for proteins to be evolvable (11) . Thus, the acquisition of 51 new regulation might amount to engaging or activating preexisting allosteric networks, a route to 52 the evolution of regulation that is consistent with stepwise variation and selection. Ser/Thr/Tyr residue of a substrate protein, a reaction that is subject to regulation by different 58 mechanisms at many surface regions in members of the kinase family ( Fig. 1) , including protein-59 protein interactions, auto-inhibition, dimerization, and post-translational modification (12) . 60 We next tested whether these positions can support new regulation of Kss1 through Fig. 1d ). In this manner, a functional surface 100 negative charged residue can neutrally acquire a substrate consensus sequence for a kinase 101 and become a phosphoregulatory site with one step of variation. showed the complete expected pattern of activity for gain of phosphoregulation (Fig. 3B ). For 107 both sites, introduction of the two arginine residues upstream was near neutral, mutation of the 108 negatively charged residue caused loss of function, and Kss1 pka-S activity depended on 109 enhanced PKA activity via estradiol-induced expression of Ras2 G19V (Fig. 3B ).
110
Immunoprecipitation of the 3xFLAG-tagged Kss1 mutants followed by Western blot analysis 111 supports this finding. Both the pka-A and pka-S variants displayed activation loop 112 phosphorylation when treated with alpha factor, indicating that they remain substrates of Ste7. 113 phosphorylated PKA substrates when purified from cells treated with estradiol ( Fig. 3C ). 115 Moreover, both Kss1-pka-S8 and Kss1-pka-S70 were able to induce the morphological 116 response to pheromone -the mating projection known as the "shmoo" -in an αF-and PKA 117 activity-dependent fashion (Fig. 3B) . Thus, the transcriptional and physiological outputs of Kss1 118 can be rewired to depend on an orthogonal input by a stepwise process of introducing a 119 phosphorylation site at latent allosteric surface sites. Fig. 2A and the regulatory mechanism need not be conserved across homologs. 
Yeast strains and plasmids

473
Yeast strains and plasmids used in this work are described in Supplementary Tables 1 and 2,   474 respectively. All strains are in the W303 genetic background. Gene deletions were performed 475 by one-step PCR as described (35). All Kss1 mutants were integrated into yeast genome as a 476 single copy expressed from the endogenous KSS1 promoter. and rotating the top eigenmodes using independent components analysis (ICA). The top 557 independent components are used to define sectors. For both kinase alignments, we define a 558 single sector that includes all positions contributing to the top 4 independent components (ICs).
559
The group of positions contributing to each IC groups is defined by fitting an empirical statistical The sector is defined using the top four independent components (ICs) of the so-called The origin of the conservation weights is described more completely in (24), but the weights are 595 applied as: Table 5 ). These cutoffs include amino acid positions spanning "moderate" to more "stringent" (as in Fig. 4b ) to evaluate the probability that the observed association between the sector and 616 experimental data (or any association more extreme) is obtained randomly. In the absence of fus3, no trx induction of fus1-lacZ Figure 1 Pincus et al. 
